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FULL NEWS ARCHIVE
AND MORE MUST-HAVE CONTENT
Lexis Advance® keeps evolving to meet your needs. It’s in our DNA.

Lexis Advance now offers 99.9% of all lexis.com® content because we know 

saving research steps is important to you. Plus discover more enhancements 

to give you added flexibility when you use results documents, easier ways to 

deliver more custom results and more. Take a look at the latest differences 

designed to help you achieve new levels of success.

More Must-Have Content

Do you use LexisNexis® PowerInvoice™?
You’ll love these new, timesaving features.

Rely on deep news archives—and the most comprehensive 
collection of news & business sources in the legal market.

Lexis Advance now includes all the archived news available at 
lexis.com—including full archives for exclusive offerings like The 
Washington Post® and The New York Times®, as well as legal-market 
exclusives like The Wall Street Journal® and ALM® publications. 
Some news source archives date back 60 years. You won’t find this 
comprehensive coverage with any other online legalresearch provider. 

authoritative news sources
with archives
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http://www.lexisnexis.com/em/docs/174500/174500flyer.pdf?utm_campaign=174500_MLAR535PowerInvoiceEnhancementsFlyer&utm_medium=offline+media&utm_source=literature&utm_content=174500flyer_0pct_bb&utm_term=pm
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“Back-of-the-book” indices give you another good finding option. Now find 60+ back-of-the-
book indices from often-used publications including many popular Matthew Bender® treatises. 

More indices will be coming soon—including many 
not previously available via lexis.com. And as long as 
the parent publication is in your subscription plan, the 
index will be as well. 

Indices display as separate sources, i.e., you can easily 
gain access to available indices via the Red Search Box, 
the Explore Content feature or the Browse Sources 
pull-down menu (see graphic, right). 

Once your index source displays, you can browse, open and close levels, and link to topics of interest in the 
full-text source. Or search for a specific topic—in the entire index, or just the portions you select.

Be confident you have comprehensive coverage for your topic, including these sources just added 
to the Lexis Advance service:

•	 1,100 news sources recently added to lexis.com—and now available at Lexis Advance

•	 89 secondary titles recently added to lexis.com—and now available at Lexis Advance

•	 63 scientific publications recently added to lexis.com—and now available at Lexis Advance

•	 22 administrative titles

•	 13 trial court orders

•	 79 Illinois and 18 Massachusetts CLE resources

•	 12 ABA treatises 

•	 200 LexisNexis® Fast Track sources

Find The Congressional Record details more quickly. Now Lexis Advance federal legislative historic 
PDFs are even easier to use.

•	 When	you	search	and	open	a	Congressional Record PDF, it takes you to the pinpoint reference.
 This applies to PDFs of The Congressional Record 1873–1997, Congressional Globe 1833–1873, Register of  
 Debates 1824–1839 and Annals of Congress 1789–1824.

•	 PDFs	from	The Congressional Record and the U.S. Serial Sets are now fully searchable at Lexis Advance.
 This includes the sources mentioned above plus Congressional Hearings 2011–current and U.S. Serial
 Set 1789–1969.
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For case law: Now find your search words in specific opinion types, e.g., concurring, dissent or majority. 
Easily find which judge wrote the dissent, concurring or majority opinion. Find your search words in the 
outcome portion of the case—or in the headnotes. To see all case segments available, go to Advanced Search 
and select Cases. 

For codes in statutes and regulations: Find your search words in the history, rule, text or unannotated 
portion of the text. Check the statutes or regulation Advanced Search form for a complete list of 
available segments.

For jurisprudence content in analytical materials, as well as medical reference content in scientific materials: 
Now locate content by the author in addition to the other segments available in the Advanced Search forms.

View a list of available Lexis Advance segments.

Quickly find relevant documents by taking advantage of 60+ additional Lexis Advance 
document segments, all added to the applicable Advanced Search forms. For example:

More Search Power

http://www.lexisnexis.com/pdf/lexis-advance/Segments_in_Lexis_Advance.PDF
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Find more Advanced Search form enhancements to help guide you to relevant documents

•	 Discover specific fields for search commands such as OR, AND—extra helpful for researchers who are   
 not as familiar with Boolean connectors. 

•	 Get faster access to forms you need. Find the hierarchical list at the top of the screen as well as the   
 bottom so you can easily switch content types.

Plus, you can remove/add sections of the 
Red Search Box, if desired. Just go to the 
More pull-down menu at the top of most 
Lexis Advance screens and select Settings, 
then click Lexis Advance Research and click 
the checkbox you need:

Speed your work with more help from 
the Red Search Box. When you enter terms 
in the Red Search Box, now the suggestions 
displayed are organized into a list of sources, 
then documents and then legal phrases.

Gain more insight on pending legislation to inform your strategy. What are the chances of 
passage for the vital legislation that may affect your work? Now you can see the probability. 

Added Document Flexibility

Introducing predictive analysis and data visualization tools within Lexis Advance. These new Legislative 
Outlook tools are available for federal and state bills and bill tracking documents. Open these documents, 
and the Legislative Outlook forecasting and visuals display:

•	 The Legislative Outlook Gauge, which provides a high-level indicator of the probability that a bill will   
 pass at the next stage 

•	 A Progress Bar timeline that gives you a visual representation of the status of a bill
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Shepard’s® BriefLink speeds your drafting and citation checking by populating Microsoft® 
Word documents with Lexis Advance links to legal authority cited—perfect when filing briefs 
and other documents in jurisdictions that require these links. You also get the option to include 
Shepard’s Signal™ indicators to your documents. Shepard’s BriefLink is available to all Lexis Advance 
subscribers.

Better assess how relevant your document is. When 
you use the Lexis Advance Search Within Document 
or Navigate Terms within a document, you’ll see a 
number next to each term indicating how many times 
that term appears in your document.

Increase your efficiency when you search Tables of Contents (TOC). 
You can make a chapter in a TOC a favorite so you can return to that 
chapter quickly for future research. Just click the Favorites star next 
to the chapter name.

And now through November 2016, these Legislative Outlook in Detail documents are also available 
to Lexis Advance subscribers without additional charges. (U.S. government customers are excluded 
from this offer.) 

There’s more. The Legislative Outlook Gauge and the Progress Bar are included in your Lexis Advance 
subscription. Lexis Advance subscribers can also link to Legislative Outlook in Detail documents with deeper 
detail on the forecasting factors. You won’t find this detail in any competitive online legal products.



Easier Results Review
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Better review results lists—at a 
glance. Now you can identify forms 
plus documents from statutes, 
secondary sources and other 
hierarchical content more quickly 
because more intuitive identifying 
labels have been added to your 
results lists to give you
more context.  

Deliver just the content you need. Make the most of these convenient cite list, administrative code 
and browser delivery enhancements.

•	 Select a range of documents for delivery in a cite list (up to 250).

•	 Now	when	you	deliver administrative code documents, you can include or exclude annotations.
 (See graphic below.)

•	 You	can	print	up	to	300	pages	(50	more	than	previously)	using	your	browser print delivery option.

Gain even more control over alerts that help you stay updated on the latest changes in your 
research findings.

•	 You	can	now	deliver your alert in results list format.

•	 Alert	result	lists	have	section headers when appropriate (e.g., for statutes).

•	 You	can	request notification even when no new results are available, if desired.

•	 In	addition	to	being	notified	10	days	before	an	alert	expires,	now	you	will	also	receive	notice 1 day   
 before expiration.

•	 When	you	review	an	alert	results	document,	that	result	will	be	marked with a “read” icon.



Faster Start to Research
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Go right to top sources for your practice area or jurisdiction with the expanding portfolio 
of Lexis Advance Practice Pages. Now you can choose from several new practice areas.

Jurisdictional Pages Practice Area Pages

Arizona Antitrust Law

California Banking and Financial Services

District of Columbia Bankruptcy Law

Florida Communications Law

Georgia Construction Law

Illinois Data Privacy & Cyberlaw

Maryland Energy & Utilities Law

Massachusetts Entertainment & Sports Law

Michigan Environmental Law

Minnesota Government Contracts

Missouri Healthcare Law

New Jersey Insurance Law

New York International Law

Ohio Labor & Employment Law

Pennsylvania Mergers & Acquisitions Law

Texas Military Justice

Virginia Native American

Washington Real Property Law

Practice Pages available 
as of February 2016—with 
more on the way. (Newest 
page additions are in bold.) 

Stay better organized with these 
Work Folder enhancements:

•	 Shared	work	folders	now	have	a
 new Shared Folder icon for 
 quick identification

•	 Work	Folders	now	display	the	date  
 of each document (in addition to  
 the date the document was loaded  
 to the Work Folder)



Better Access Where You Work
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If you use a mobile device, the screen layout automatically adapts to the format you need. Or if you prefer, you 
can use the Apple® iPhone® or iPad® app—with new navigation, delivery and search enhancements: 

iPad—Take advantage of citation assistance, easier navigation and more options for document 
delivery with these enhancements:

•	 More	easily navigate documents in search results with fewer tabs

•	 Choose	from	added delivery options including the ability to deliver search results and
 document attachments

•	 More	easily	access	Advanced Search form types from the top of the screen

•	 View	the	publication edition when you choose to copy a citation or copy selected text from a publication

iPad and iPhone—Gain more must-have content and more precise searching tools
with these enhancements:

•	 Access	full	archived	news	

•	 Take	advantage	of	additional	document	segments,	as	well	as	enhanced	citation	recognition	and	error		 	
 messaging if no content exists for a pathway you choose

•	 See	section	headers	in	results	list	document	titles	

Integrate your research and drafting more efficiently. Take advantage of the latest edition of 
Lexis® for Microsoft Office®, which integrates with Lexis Advance to dramatically reduce the time 
needed to draft, review, proofread and respond to legal and business documents. 

•	 Lexis Advance Work Folder integration: Access Lexis for Microsoft Office tools without leaving    
 Microsoft Word, and then easily save .docx Word files in your Lexis Advance Work Folders.

•	 Enhanced Table of Authorities (TOA) feature: Customize your TOA based on your firm’s style.

Greater Tool Integration 

With Lexis Advance, you have access to a variety of best-in-class tools—all in one place—to help optimize the 
way you work. Whether you’re building a case or managing a transaction, sophisticated and easy-to-use tools 
can help you turn research into action.

•	 Lexis Practice Advisor® integration*: Use convenient 
 buttons on the Lexis for Microsoft Office ribbon
 to find practical guidance via overviews, practice   
 notes, case law and statutes, forms and more. 

*Separate subscription to Lexis Practice Advisor required.
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Talk to a LexisNexis® Customer Support representative—live support
virtually 24/7
8 0 0 -5 4 3 - 6 8 62

See all the new Lexis Advance enhancements at the
Lexis Advance Support & Training site

Sign in
W W W. LE X I SA DVA N C E .CO M

Learn more
W W W. LE X I S N E X I S .CO M /A DVA N C E

Gain insight on individuals you might otherwise miss by efficiently tapping social 
media and open Web sources. The Social Media Locator search is now available 
through LexisNexis® Public Records via Lexis Advance. (A Public Records subscription 
is needed to use this new search option.) This new search option examines an 
individual’s digital footprint by simultaneously checking publicly available, real-time 
and historical social media data and Web information on hundreds of social networking 
sites and millions of websites, including content not indexed by standard search engines.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/en-us/support/lexis-advance/new-enhancements.page
http://www.lexisadvance.com
http://www.lexisadvance.com/advance

